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The PENDITWIST lays slurry directly on the ground through 
spreading pipes that are oriented backwards. Its spreading 
width can reach 18 m. 

This boom has many applications. It makes it possible to lay 
slurry down without slowing down the growth of the plants 
and with no slurry residue in the forage: grass or maize silage, 
meadows, growing crops, etc.

NEW: the new JOSKIN spreading booms of 13.5 m and 16 m pro-
vide a wider choice of working widths. As a result, their users 
can divide the ground compaction and the ruts formation by 
two (since the sprayer drives in the same ruts).

GENERAL POINTS

PENDITWIST MODELS
Models Spreading 

width (m)
Number 
of out-

lets

Spacing 
(cm)

Weight 
(kg)

90/RP1 9 30/36 30/25 1,050/1,100
120/RP2 12 40/48 30/25 1,140/1,220
135/RP2 13.5 46/54 30/25 1,290/1,370
150/RP2 15 50/60 30/25 1,470/1,560
160/RP2 16 54/64 30/25 1,500/1,530

180/RP2 18 60/72 30/25 1,590/1,620

VOGELSANG line spreading booms allow to spread on widths up 
to 36 m.

Despite their large working widths, they were designed so as to 
reduce the weight as much as possible and to guarantee a certain 
compactness during transport.

For an homogeneous slurry distribution in the line spreading hos-
es and a precise spreading, VOGELSANG booms are fitted with two  
macerators feeding 40 or 48 outlets.

The ends are hydraulically folded to 180° and placed on the basis 
boom to reduce the transport width.
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TOPSWING 

DROP-STOP 

During transport on road, the line hoses are folded upwards to 
180° to prevent the slurry from flowing on the road.

VOGELSANG

Note: consult us for lengths of 33 and 36 m.

MODELS OF VOGELSANG LARGE WIDTH BOOMS
Models Spreading 

width (m)
Number of 

hoses/outlets
Spacing 

(cm)
Weight 

(kg)

SwingMax3 21 80 26 2,200

SwingMax3 24 80 30 2,500

SwingMax3 27 96 28 2,800

SwingMax3 30 96 31 3,100


